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Brief Introduction 

Traffic delineators are also narrowly known as bar barriers. They are an excellent way to mark the edge 

of any roadway or path. Traffic delineators are usually installed to ensure vehicles and traffic stay 

within designated areas.

Traffic delineators from SKYHALL® Fence are made of high-density PE plastic. They are paired with 

reflective tape, a retractable belt mount, and a black rubber base.

With high quality, our delineators can return to their upright position and proper shape after being run 

over by a car. And the vibrant colors make them highly visible.

  SKYHALL  Fence
We Make Fence Ideal~

DELINATOR
PE Body, Rubber Base, Bright Reflec-
tive Sticker, Rebound After Impact.



CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.

http//:www.skyhallfence.com

We make fence idea!

Our flexible traffic delineators are excellent in directing traffic and all of 

them are MUTCD compliant. If your goal is to delineate or guide traffic 

through a work zone area, then these traffic delineators are a good 

choice.

Made of high-density polyethylene, our traffic delineators are 100% 

impact resistant. And the quality rubber base can also withstand 

crushing from cars.

In the daytime, the color is striking but not dazzling. At night, the lattice 

membrane can reflect bright light, reminding the driver to pay attention, 

and reducing the accident rate.

These traffic delineators are reusable due to the flexible character and 

reliable quality. They can be removed and applied to other areas for 

traffic channelizing once the current environment doesn’t need them 

anymore.

All vibrant colors are available here for the traffic delineators, however, 

we recommend orange and Cream White of RAL9001 as the reference 

colors since they are quite popular with most of our customers.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    
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Get to us via multiple ways

MUTCD COMPLIANT

IMPACT RESISTANT

WARNING FUNCTION

REUSABLE AVAILABLE COLORS

POST HEIGHT POST SIZE POST MATERIAL BASE SIZE BASE MATERIAL RESILIENCE OF IMPACT

1000 60 145 RUBBER

1000 70 200 RUBBER
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